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T

o say that 2016 has been a difficult and challenging year is to make
a gross understatement. The challenges I refer to have not only been
confined to the College of Law and Management Studies but have
indeed affected UKZN as an institution, the whole higher education sector
and the country at large. The #feesmustfall campaign that started in 2015
continued into 2016 with even more aggression and disruptions to the
academic programme. Despite these challenges, we in the College of Law
and Management Studies have a lot to be proud of in terms of achievements.
This third and final College Newsletter for 2016 highlights some of the events
and achievements in the College during the last few months.
As usual – and for obvious reasons – events and achievements related
to research tend to be more prominent. Hence the lead story in this
Newsletter is about the five academics from the College who are featured
among the UKZN Top 30 Researchers for 2015. In that regard I wish to
congratulate Professors Stephen Peté, Maxwell Phiri, Stephen Migiro,
Krish Govender and David McQuoid-Mason for that achievement.
Thank you for doing us proud. Other research-related stories featured
include a highly successful 2016 College Research Day, a well-attended
4th Business Management Conference, papers presented at prestigious
international conferences, and a celebration of books and book chapters
published by academics in the College.
There are also stories related to teaching and learning. In that regard I
must congratulate – yet again – Ms Rosemary Quilling from the School
of Management, IT and Governance (MIG) who is featured for being the
recipient of not only the UKZN Distinguished Teachers’ Award (2015) but
also the joint Council on Higher Education (CHE) and Higher Education
Learning and Teaching Association of Southern Africa (HELTASA) National
Teaching Excellence Award.
Also featured are stories on individual and professional achievements
by staff and students. These include the election of Professor Michael
Kidd of the School of Law as Chairman of the Wildlife and Environment
of South Africa (WESSA), the appointment of Professor Manoj Maharaj
from the School of Management, IT and Governance as a non-executive
director of the National Electronic Media Institute of South Africa
(NEMISA), the contribution of some law academics to the Department
of Trade and Industry’s Intellectual Property Consultative Framework
and Ms Suhayfa Bhamjee’s winning of a gold medal in the Individual
Kata section at the recent Kimura Shukokai International KZN Karate
Championships. Congratulations to all of them.
Let me take this opportunity to welcome those who have recently joined
the College, including Advocate Arlene Brock, who has taken up the
position of Director of the African Ombudsman Research Centre (AORC)
and is featured in this Newsletter. I also wish to thank and say farewell
to all those leaving us at the end of this year through retirement or other
reasons. To all members of the College, thank you for your tireless efforts
and contributions to the academic enterprise throughout the year. To our
students, all the best in your end-of-year examinations. And to everyone
else, have a great festive season.

Professor John C Mubangizi
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Law and Management Studies academics

among UKZN Top 30 Researchers

F

ive College of Law and Management Studies academics
have earned themselves a spot in the University’s Top 30
researcher rankings for 2015.

The five academics achieved the following number of
productivity units: Peté 600; Phiri 546; Migiro 529; Govender
480; and McQuoid-Mason 426.

They are Professors David McQuoid-Mason and Stephen Peté
from the School of Law, Professors Maxwell Phiri and Krishna
K Govender from the School of Management, Information
Technology and Governance and Professor Stephen Migiro
from the Graduate School of Business and Leadership.

College Dean of Research Professor Marita Carnelley
congratulated the academics for their contribution to the
University’s research output.

The Top 30 ranking comprises researchers who have
accumulated the most author units for publications in
Department of Higher Education and Training accredited peerreviewed journals.

Professor David
McQuoid-Mason

Professor Krishna K
Govender

‘It is a great honour to have five academics from the College on
the list especially as there were no College academics on the
2014 list. We wish to congratulate these academics for their
hard work and persistence in getting their research published.
They are an inspiration to us all,’ she said.

Professor Maxwell Phiri

Professor Stephen Migiro

Professor Stephen Petê

Professor David McQuoid-Mason

I

n 1973, David McQuoid-Mason established one of the first
university legal aid clinics in South Africa. Today, he is still
passionate about using Street Law as a tool for the teaching of
law, human rights and democracy to civil society.
McQuoid-Mason’s impressive research record includes various
books on Street Law and Medical Law. He publishes regular
articles in the SA Medical Journal and SA Journal of Bioethics
and Law. He has written three chapters for, and edited the
latest Street Law Learner’s and Educator’s Manuals as well as
chapters in an international book on mixed legal jurisdictions
and on the law of privacy and medical confidentiality for a
local Fechtskrif in honour of Professor Johann Neethling at the
University of South Africa.
‘I am pleased that my research is able to provide practical
advice to professionals and their patients and clients on how
to ensure that they abide by the provisions of our Constitution
and advance human rights and access to justice in our country,’
said McQuoid-Mason.

McQuoid-Mason is working on
a new edition of Democracy
for All, a manual that the
Street Law Programme and
the Centre for Socio-Legal
Studies produced for South
Africa’s first democratic
Professor David McQuoid-Mason
elections which has been
translated
into
many
languages including Mongolian, French, Romanian, Arabic and
Turkish. He is also involved in a book, Best International Street
Law Practices, in honour of Ed O’Brien, the late co-founder of
Street Law in the United States, and is working on a chapter
for an international book on clinical legal education. He will
also continue his usual SAPSE-accredited journal publications
on aspects of medical law and human rights reflecting current
issues affecting the professions, their patients and the public
in general.
November 2016
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Professor Maxwell Phiri

N

urturing postgraduate research is a passion for Professor
Maxwell Phiri. The recently-appointed Associate Professor
spends a lot of time supervising students at PhD and Masters
levels and encourages them to co-publish with him.
He said being on the list of top researchers is a great
achievement, but humbling at the same time. ‘It is evidence
that regardless of circumstances, we can aim higher and
achieve our goals,’ he said.
Phiri said he had inspired colleagues under his supervision to
aim higher and they were becoming strong academics within
the School and beyond.
‘I have a PhD cohort that is very strong and the work being
produced by them through publications is encouraging,’ said Phiri.

Phiri is currently working on
articles based on research he
recently conducted on the power
of networking in business among
traders in Malawi and Zambia.
‘I hope this will assist in pushing
my research productivity higher
and in the near future I hope to
publish a book on trade in the

Professor Maxwell Phiri

Southern African Development Community region.
‘I will continue working with my PhD cohort to generate more
PhD graduates and also publish,’ he said.

Professor Stephen Migiro

S

tephen Migiro’s collaboration with his PhD students on
publications has yielded great results with a number of
them undertaking studies on topics relating to the economy
and development of the financial sector and monetary policy.
‘In the article “Does Supply Leading Hypothesis Hold in a
Developing Economy?” our hypothesis assumed that the
development of the financial sector is the driver of economic
growth in any country. The second publication we wrote looked
at bank reforms in Nigeria using descriptive and inferential
statistics. The third publication was an empirical analysis of the
price stability effect of Nigerian Monetary policy,’ said Migiro.
On his ranking among top researchers, he said: ‘According to
Albert Einstein, you only have a fixed number of hours during

a given day to accomplish those
things to which you are assigned.
Even if you are just “working at
a job”, you’ll receive important
benefits from being more
productive. That is the feeling
experienced from the ranking.’
Currently, Migiro is working on
Professor Stephen Migiro
two studies: “Evaluation of the
Use of Mixed Methods Research in MBA Projects: Towards a
Pedagogical Tool”; and “Integrated Financial Management
Information Systems: A Conceptual Framework,” as well as
several other publications for 2016.
Thandiwe Jumo
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Bermuda’s former Ombudsman joins the
AORC as director
Though she has been kept busy developing the Centre’s five-year
strategic plan, and next year’s annual performance plan and
budget, she managed to deliver a full week of investigations
training to the entire staff of the Office of the Ombudsman in
Malawi in October.

Advocate Arlene Brock

T

he former national Ombudsman for Bermuda, Advocate
Arlene Brock, has, since July 2016, taken up the position of
Director of the African Ombudsman Research Centre (AORC).
Established in 2011 and housed in the UKZN’s School of Law, the
aim of the AORC is to serve as a focal point for Ombudsman
offices in Africa by coordinating their activities and supporting
them in the provision of information and training. It also acts
as a point of liaison for members of the African Ombudsman
and Mediators’ Association (AOMA) with the aim of enhancing
corporate governance in Africa.
As Bermuda’s first national Ombudsman for an eight-and-ahalf-year term, Brock is well-suited to build an institution and is
ready to provide leadership. On her appointment she said: ‘I feel
excited about the potential for the Centre to assist Ombudsmen
throughout the continent to build their capacity.’
Acknowledging that being a national Ombudsman is a lonely job,
she said she is looking forward to creating strategic networking
opportunities for the body of Ombudsmen in Africa and to taking
the AORC to greater heights.
Brock is a seasoned Human Rights scholar with a BA from
McGill University in Canada; a JD/LLB from Osgoode Hall, York
University in Canada; and a LLM from Harvard Law School where
her thesis research focused on the international human right to
reproductive health. She also taught Mediation and Negotiation
as a consultant with Conflict Management Inc. in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
In 2013 Brock was awarded an Honorary Life Membership in the
International Ombudsman Institute (IOI), partly for her work as
Chair of the IOI’s International Training Committee (at that time
she was only the 14th person and 2nd woman to receive this
award). In 2014, she was the recipient of a Fulbright Visiting
Scholar Award.

‘This is an innovation because usually, two or three people from
a country would attend a regional training session. However,
in the case of Malawi, 35 people, including the Ombudsman,
received the same training and learned the same tools and
language. They will all approach their work on the same page,’
said Brock.
Highlighting some of her key responsibilities she said that
building the Centre’s core functions of conducting research
into the ‘African Difference’ was a priority as several African
countries, due either to mandate or by default, have taken on
roles that are progressive and proactive.
‘For example, the statutory mandate of Namibia is to specifically
oversee the government’s commitment to international
environmental obligations. This was particularly forwardthinking given the current climate change challenges. By default,
the Ombudsman for Burundi has the credibility to bring together
diverse religious faiths and denominations in the search for
common ground to prevent religious and identity conflict,’ she
said.
Brock added that these were the kinds of innovations that needed
to be unpacked and analysed in order to develop guidelines and
learning for Ombudsmen, not only in Africa, but also beyond.
Her short-term plans for the Centre include an aggressive plan
for regional training from January to June 2017 as well as two
research projects involving 16 countries, each to be completed
in 2017.
She added: ‘We are also starting an electronic Ombudsman
jurisprudence database and digest of Ombudsman cases
that will be ongoing. Longer-term work will entail liaising
with continental and international bodies with whom we are
beginning to forge relationships.’
Welcoming Brock, the College’s Deputy Vice-Chancellor and
Head, Professor John Mubangizi said he was confident of her
capability to realize the vision of the AORC to provide timely and
appropriate support to AOMA.

Hazel Langa
November 2016
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Law academic elected
Chairman of the WESSA board

U

KZN Professor of Law Michael Kidd was elected as Chairman
of the Wildlife and Environment of South Africa (WESSA)
board at its 90th annual general meeting (AGM) which was
held in September at the Skukuza Conference Centre in Kruger
National Park.
At the same AGM, WESSA decided to honour its 90th year by
awarding 90 people with WESSA Lifetime Conservation Achiever
Awards to recognise those who had dedicated their lives to
conservation in South Africa. Kidd was one of the 90 recipients.
WESSA is a well-established conservation NGO which rightly
describes itself as “a leading implementer of high-impact
environmental and conservation initiatives in Southern Africa”;
it runs numerous such projects with budgets of millions of rand.
As a seasoned researcher in the field of Environmental Law, Kidd
will add invaluable insights to the WESSA board having served

on the board of directors with diligence since 1994. His role as
chairperson includes managing and providing leadership to the
board. He will be accountable to the board and will act as a
direct liaison between the board and management of WESSA.
With this appointment Kidd’s students will continue to benefit
from his involvement with WESSA as he lectures them in various
aspects of Environmental Law such as Pollution Control Law,
Natural Resources Law, Land Use and Planning Law as well as
International Environmental Law. His other research interests
include Water Law and Administrative Law and he has published
extensively in these fields. He is Principal Editor of the South
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy.
Dean and Head of the School of Law Professor Managay Reddi
congratulated Kidd and wished him well on his new appointment.

Professor Michael Kidd (third from left standing) with WESSA Board Members at its 90th annual general meeting.
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Hazel Langa

IS&T expert appointed to national
electronic media board

P

rofessor Manoj Maharaj from the School of Management,
Information Technology and Governance has been appointed
as a non-executive director of the National Electronic Media
Institute of South Africa (NEMISA).
As a board member Maharaj will contribute to overseeing the
functioning of the organisation, ensuring legal compliance and
ethical business practice.
‘The NEMISA board is specifically tasked with driving the
strategy of the organisation to become a national e-skills leader
in South Africa. [My involvement] provides me with insight into
the national e-skills development agenda. As technology is a
key driver of economic development this appointment provides
me with a unique opportunity to influence the national agenda
in some small way,’ said Maharaj.
Apart from being part of the NEMISA board, which reports to the
Minister of Telecommunications and Postal Services Dr Siyabonga
Cwele, Maharaj has also been on the board of the Moses

Kotane Institute for the past six years.
Maharaj says these roles provide him
with key insights, which he shares with
his students, into the national e-skills Professor Manoj Maharaj
development agenda.
‘This appointment is directly related to my role as an ICT
academic as it gives me additional insights that assists me in
developing postgraduate students (PhD and Masters) in IS&T. Key
interventions in media and television production, digital literacy,
cybersecurity, e-learning, etc. are the responsibility of the NEMISA
board,’ he said.
In his appointment letter, Cwele congratulated Maharaj
and expressed his confidence that Maharaj’s expertise and
leadership would make a significant contribution to promoting
NEMISA’s mandate.
Thandiwe Jumo

Article on student drinking and risky behaviour
link attracts wide interest

A

n article by Methodology lecturer in the School of
Management, Information Technology and Governance, Dr
Given Mutinta published in the 2015 AIDS and Clinical Research
journal has earned recognition for being the most emailed,
viewed, and cited submission in that publication.
Entitled: “An Exploratory Study of the Relationship between
Alcohol Use and Sexual Risk Behaviour Among Students at
the University of KwaZulu-Natal”, Mutinta’s article enjoyed an
impressive 11 302 views, 7 559 HTML page views, 3 743 PDF
downloads, 240 emails, 276 export citations, and 34 shares/blogs.
The article examines the relationship between alcohol consumption
and sexual risk-taking behaviour among UKZN students.
The journal publishes high quality articles related to AIDS and clinical
research of interest to medical practitioners, behaviour therapists,
researchers, laboratory professionals, students and academics.
Commenting on the article on behalf of the journal’s editorial
board Professor Maria Jose Miguez-Burbano of Florida
International University said it was ‘a feast for our readers’.
According to Mutinta, the study revealed that alcohol
consumption is linked to the practice of having many sexual
partners and erratic use of condoms with new partners.

Mutinta found that the relationship
between alcohol use and risky
sexual behaviour was complicated,
and the relationship seemed to be
affected by multi-systemic factors
including biological, individual,
Dr Given Mutinta
behavioural, and socio-environmental issues.
He suggested that it was not enough to have a university
policy that prohibits consumption of alcohol on campuses.
Instead, measures should be put in place to translate policy
into practice to prevent the consumption of alcohol on all South
African university campuses. There was also a need to initiate
programmes addressing a range of health issues, including the
use of alcohol.
‘The argument the study is advancing is that HIV and AIDS
prevention and awareness interventions targeting students need
to address the influence of alcohol on sexual risk behaviour on
campuses. HIV and AIDS prevention and awareness communication
programmes should target students who consume alcohol in
relation to engaging in penetrative sex,’ said Mutinta.
Thandiwe Jumo
November 2016
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Law academics contribute to IP law reform
aimed at aiding access to medicines

A

group of School of Law academics are part of a team of
experts, scholars and pro-access to medicines advocates
that have contributed to The Department of Trade and Industry’s
(DIT) Intellectual Property Consultative Framework.
The Framework attempts to reform the Department’s Intellectual
property, mainly patent laws, in an effort to improve access to
affordable medicines.
The academics are: author Professor Yousuf Vawda and cosubmitters, Professor David McQuoid-Mason, Ms Priya Pravesh
Singh, Ms Sheetal Soni, Ms Devina Perumal, Ms Lindiwe
Maqutu, Ms Dev Bellengere, Mr Maropeng Mpya, Ms Suhayfa
Bhamjee, Mr Simphiwe Phungula, Ms Willene Holness, Mr
Zwelethu Sibiya and Mrs Clydenia Stevens as well as Mr Andy
Gray of UKZN’s School of Health Sciences, and Mr Lloyd Lotz
formerly of the School of Law.
‘The extensive involvement of our colleagues in this process is
hardly surprising as many of them have been involved in the
past three years in training and preparing for a new curriculum
on Intellectual Property Human Rights and Access to Medicines
which is a Masters of Laws module now being offered in its
second year. This is one of the Law School’s programmes which
aims to combine academic teaching, research, advocacy work
and outreach to communities and NGOs advocating for access
to affordable medicines. As a result, the pool of academics
which is involved in working in this discipline has increased,’
explained Vawda.
‘Our co-authors and supporters are drawn from an international
network of scholars and experts. Many of the authors have also
been involved in developing capacity in this discipline in several
African countries such as Kenya, Uganda and Botswana, through
the Open Society Foundation-supported African Scholars
for Knowledge Justice (ASK Justice) Network. We have also
previously collaborated on several projects, including making
a submission to the DTI on its earlier 2013 Draft IP Policy,’ he
added.
‘It was an incredibly rewarding experience working with
colleagues who are all specialists in their fields. We all
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contributed to this effort and learned from one another, and
worked collaboratively on the document for about two months,’
said Vawda.
‘In addition, we circulated our draft submission widely prior to
delivery to the DTI and received a phenomenal response from
academics, experts, scholars, activists and access advocates
across the world. The list of co-submitters includes researchers
from some of the leading institutions in the world, as well as
national and international NGOs.’
We were also pleased to secure the endorsement of the South
African-based Fix the Patent Laws Coalition, representing 31
organisations including the Treatment Action Campaign, Doctors
Without Borders, the public interest law group Section27,
and many of the leading patient groups working with people
afflicted with cancer, diabetes, epilepsy and various mental
health conditions.
The DTI is presently reviewing all the proposals received
on the Framework. The Submission can be viewed at
http://infojustice.org/archives/36991, and any comments
or queries may be directed to Professor Yousuf Vawda at
vawday@ukzn.ac.za.
Thandiwe Jumo

PhD study on Aerotropolis opens doors for
GSB&L academic

G

raduate School of Business and Leadership (GSB&L)
academic Ms Nomkhosi Luthuli’s broad knowledge in
the area of airport cities development earned her a spot in a
delegation that recently embarked on a benchmarking tour of
Aerotropolis and Aviation related institutes in Dubai and the
Netherlands.
The visit was initiated by the Aerotropolis Institute Africa
(AIA) - a Department of Economic Development, Tourism and
Environmental Affairs (EDTEA) project affiliated to the University
of KwaZulu-Natal.
Luthuli who is currently working on her PhD thesis titled:
“The Conceptualisation and Enactment of Regional Economic
Development through the Analysis of the Durban Aerotropolis
in KwaZulu-Natal” supervised by Dr Jennifer Houghton said
the tour provided insights into niche areas that the AIA could
explore in the expansion of its operations.
‘The data collected from stakeholders revealed that the South
African aviation industry entities send their employees to these
institutions at huge costs to get training on certain courses that
are not yet offered in the country,’ says Luthuli. ‘The AIA’s plan
through this trip was to therefore negotiate for partnerships and
collaboration in offering these programme in South Africa and
the rest of Africa.’
Other members of the delegation included AIA Project Leader
and former Dean and Head of UKZN’s School of Management,
Information Technology and Governance Professor Henry
Wissink; Senior Manager Aerotropolis from EDTEA Mr Cosmas
Hamadziripi; Aerotropolis Management Unit and AIA Project
Consultant Mr Victor Radebe and Dr Rudi Kimmie of AIA and
UKZN InQubate.
While being surrounded by experts in the field of Aerotropolis
was intimidating for Luthuli, learning from their shared
experiences has been influential in deepening her understanding
of the project which is beneficial for her role in developing AIA’s
research and institutional development.
‘Contributing to theoretical knowledge and understanding of
the Aerotropolis concept and Special Economic Zones (SEZs) is

From left: Professor Henry Wissink, Mr Cosmas Hamadziripi, Ms Nomkhosi
Luthuli and Mr Victor Radebe.

my role in this project. While the other members bring in practical
experience of working in the Durban Aerotropolis and others
the expertise in academic research, curriculum development,
project management, commercialisation and entrepreneurship;
which are some of the critical skills that are needed in setting up
an institute of this kind,’ said Luthuli.
On the teaching and learning front, Luthuli will be sharing the
knowledge gained from her involvement in the project with
her postgraduate students in the Regional & Local Economic
Development Programme.
‘I am currently working towards incorporating Regional
Economic Development into the course (an area under which
strategic investments and infrastructure projects such as
the Aerotropolis and SEZs fall under). This element explores
concepts of agglomeration economics, clustering of business
activity and related externalities.
It’s exciting to see the content of the course improving as we
broaden research guidance in the area SEZs, the aerotropolis
and economic development at the GSB&L and I am glad to be
one of the very few people excelling in this area,’ she said.
Hazel Langa

November 2016
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Research excellence celebrated at
2016 Research Days

T

he College of Law and Management Studies celebrated great
strides in research during its recent Research Days which
saw over 80 academics and postgraduate students showcasing
research conducted in the College’s various disciplines.
The two-day strategic initiative themed: “Stimulating Research
Excellence” aimed to boost research output within the College.
The event featured research presentations and keynote
addresses on topical issues. There was also a quick-fire challenge
called the 3 Minute Thesis (3MT) presentation that required PhD
candidates to talk about their research studies and why they
matter in three minutes. They will be representing UKZN in the
national 3MT competition in Bloemfontein later this year.
“Waves of Change: Globalisation, Labour Markets and the
Future of Work” was the title of a keynote address by Human

Keynote speakers Professor Shannon Hoctor, Dr Mogie Subban
and Dr Shaun Ruggunan.

Dr Mabutho Sibanda is all smiles.
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Resources Management expert Dr Shaun Ruggunan, based on
his recently published book of the same title.
Ruggunan’s address covered the shipping industry and its
influence on other industries, the development of technology
and its threat to labour, the issue of contractualisation in the
labour market, and working time versus leisure time.
Law academic Professor Shannon Hoctor’s address was called
“Law is Like Love…But is it Like Poetry?” He explored the
connection between poetry and law by highlighting examples of
judicial judgments where judges used poetry to interpret their
verdict. He even rapped!
A presentation by School of Management, Information
Technology and Governance’s Dr Mogie Subban was
titled: “Management of Cultural Diversity for Performance

3 Minute Thesis participants Ms Tamlyn McKenzie, Mr Ntokozo Nzimande and
Mr Vishal Surbun (far left) with College Dean of Research Professor Marita Carnelley.

College Research Day presenters.

The crowd listening attentively to the keynote addresses.

School of Accounting, Economics and Finance academics enjoying a good read.

College Research Day participants.

Enhancement: A Case Study in eThekwini Municipality” in which
she discussed how cultural diversity contributes to performance
enhancement in an institution.
“Valuation of Cemeteries Using Real Options Approach” was the
title of a presentation by School of Accounting, Economics and
Finance’s Acting Dean Dr Mabutho Sibanda. His presentation
looked at the contentious issue of the lack of burial space in
KwaZulu-Natal with a specific focus on eThekwini. Sibanda
highlighted the fact that graves are a cash-flow generating
asset and that the municipality has the right to re-use the
graves after a number of years. He highlighted the challenges
that arise as a result of cultural practices.
Law academic Professor Nomthandazo Ntlama tackled the issue
of “The Law of Privilege and the Economic Freedom Fighters
in South Africa’s National Assembly: The Aftermath of the 7th
May 2014 National Elections”. She noted the use of privilege
in light of the disruptions caused by the EFF in Parliament and
how it can be used to make our democracy stronger.
Summarising a PhD thesis in three minutes in a concise
presentation using only one slide is no easy feat. Law academic
Mr Vishal Surbun; School of Accounting, Economics and

Finance academic Mr Ntokozo Nzimande; and HEARD academic
Ms Tamlyn McKenzie lived up to this challenge. Surbun’s study
explored maritime piracy while Nzimande’s focused on factors
influencing business cycle synchronisation in the SADC region.
McKenzie focused on measuring disability and its associated
opportunity costs using South African household survey data.
College of Law and Management Studies DVC and Head,
Professor John Mubangizi, said it was encouraging to see that
College academics and students are prioritising research in line
with the University’s goals.
‘This research initiative comes five weeks after the College
hosted the Business Management Conference and it is amazing
to see that there are over 80 papers that are being presented
which is more than I have ever seen at any international
conference I have attended. I am even more impressed to see
that some of these papers are presented by developmental
lecturers which shows that our College staff is really
hardworking and the strategic research initiatives facilitated by
the College Dean of Research, Professor Marita Carnelley, are
bearing fruit,’ he said.
Thandiwe Jumo

November 2016
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Research productivity a priority
for CLMS academics

C

ollege of Law and Management Studies academics have
been hard at work presenting their research papers at
local, international and national conferences, raising the UKZN
flag high.
Locally, the College successfully hosted the 4th Business
Management Conference (BMC) in Durban in August. The
multi-disciplinary conference themed “Innovative and Creative
Solutions for Economic Growth Strategies and Sustainable
Futures” created a platform for the international community to
engage in dialogue and share their expertise in addressing the
world’s most pressing socio-economic challenges.
The following academics presented at that the BMC:

>>

From the School of Management, Information Technology
and Governance (MIG) Dr Sakhile Zondi, Professor
Thokozani Nzimakwe and Professor Purshottama Reddy
presented a paper titled “Enhancing Local Economic
Development Through Community Participation in iLembe
District Municipality”.

“Analysing the Accreditation of Higher Education Programmes
in South Africa Through Foucault’s Panopticon and
Governmentality Lenses” was the title of Dr Sybert Mutereko’s
presentation, while Dr Obianuju Okeke-Uzodike and Masters
student Mr Siphelele Blose presented a paper entitled:
“Developing e-Government From a Citizen’s Perspective”.
Dr Fayth Ruffin and Mr Bongani Qwabe presented a paper titled:
“21st Century Project Management Education: Anecdotal
evidence from selected South African universities”. Ruffin also
presented two more papers – one with Mrs F Zimano titled:

MIG academics Dr Khalida Akbar, Dr Kwazi Majola and Dr Obianuju
Okeke-Uzodike at the Disability Indaba.
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“The Manifestations of Historical Legacies on Road Entry Point
Management Systems: Southern Africa’s Regional Integration
Case” and the other with Mr N Nxumalo titled: “Advancing
Good Governance Through the Nexus of Disaster, Risk
Reducing, IKS and Community Participation”.
Dr Shaun Ruggunan presented a paper on “Decolonising
Management Studies in South Africa” while Ms Andrisha
Beharry-Ramraj presented a paper titled: “Millennial Consumers
in Durban, South Africa: Identification Crises Through Social
Media” and Dr Vannie Naidoo presented a paper titled: “Using
Innovation to Improve Customer Service”.
Dr Khalida Akbar presented a paper titled: “An Insight into
Experiences in Gaining and Sustaining Employment Post
Acquired Brain Injury in the South African Workplace”, while
Dr Sara Ferrari presented a paper titled: “Performance Analysis
in Sport. Past, present and future”.
Dr Micheline Naude and Mr Mandla Mvubu presented a
paper titled: “Green Supply Chain Management Constraints
in the South African Fast-moving Consumer Goods Industry:
A Case Study”, while Dr David Mwesigwa presented a paper
titled: “Voluntary Participation: (De)-Linking Expectations and
Voter-turnouts” and Professor Darma Mahadea presented a
paper titled: “The Economic and Philosophical Foundations of
Subjective Well-being and a Flourishing Good Life”.
From the School of Accounting, Economics and Finance, Ms
Ralitza Dobreva presented a paper titled: “Dimensions of
Health and Well-being in South Africa: Health, Socio-economic
Rank and Inequality”, while Dr Norman Chivasa presented

Ms Lindiwe Kunene with Mr Maka Tounkara (left) and
Mr Chewe Mulenga both from Zambia.

Dr Vannie Naidoo, Professor Thokozani Nzimakwe, Ms Promise Phakathi
and Ms Andrisha Beharry-Ramraj at BMC.

AEF academic Mr Sanele Gumede in China.

a paper titled: “Case Study: Assessing the Capacity of
Entrepreneurial Initiatives in Creating Peace and Development
in Local Communities in Zimbabwe”.

Under the theme “Placing Women Economic Empowerment at
the Epicentre of the Radical Economic Transformation Agenda:
The Tasks of Social Partners in the Attainment of this Objective”,
the summit, hosted by the KwaZulu-Natal Department of
Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs,
created a platform for women to engage and contribute on the
issue of inclusive socio-economic transformation.

From the School of Law, Dr Rofiah Sarumi presented a paper
titled: “Realising the Right to Adequate Food and Water in
a Drought: Is Section 27 of the South Africa Constitution
Adequate?”
From the Graduate School of Business and Leadership (GSB&L),
Dr Matthew Abata presented a paper titled: “Corporate
Governance and Share Price Determinants in Selected Nigerianlisted Banks”, while Dr Luqman Sulaiman presented a paper
titled: “Corporate Restructuring and Performance of Nigeria
Quoted Companies: A Panel Model Analysis”.

>>

HEARD academics Dr Tamlyn Rautenberg and Dr Gavin George
presented a paper titled: “Public Expenditure Tracking Survey
– Gauteng, South Africa: A Component of Public Expenditure
Tracking and Quantitative Service Delivery Survey”.

>>

The 10th Annual Teaching & Learning in Higher Education
Conference took place in Durban from 20-22 September.
Under the theme “The Scholarship of Teaching & Learning:
Advancing Teaching Innovation and Research Excellence in
Higher Education”, the conference aimed to interrogate
the artificial dichotomy between teaching and research.

>>

Several papers were presented by staff at this conference
including Ms Rosemary Quilling, Dr Upasana Singh, Mr Rushil
Raghavjee, Ms Zahra Bulbulia, Professor Brian McArthur, Dr
Ntabeni Jere, Dr Annah Bengesai, Dr Fayth Ruffin and Dr Gerry
Bokana.

>>

Graduate School of Business and Leadership (GSB&L)
academic and PhD candidate, Ms Xoliswa Majola,
delivered a talk titled: “Creating Necessary Capacity and
Skills Among Women Entrepreneurs and Executives to
Build the Economy of the Future” at the Women Economic
Empowerment Summit held in Durban in August.

>>

Dr Fayth Ruffin was a plenary speaker at the Women in
Leadership Seminar, Women’s Day programme hosted
by the Rural Youth Development Foundation of South
Africa at Durban’s City Hall in August. Her talk was titled:
“Believing is Seeing: Social Entrepreneurship in Rural
KwaZulu-Natal”. Ruffin also acted as session rapporteur
for indigenous knowledge and food security at the
BRICS Countries International Conference on Indigenous
Knowledge Systems for Sustainable Food Security and
Environmental Governance for Climate Change Adaptation
held at Moses Mabhida Stadium in September.
MIG academics Dr Khalida Akbar and Dr Kwazi Majola
presented papers at the UKZN Disability Support Unit’s
2nd Annual Disability Support Research Indaba held in
Durban in October. Under the theme “Inclusivity in Higher
Education: Increasing Access and Participation for Persons
with Disabilities”, Akbar presented a paper titled: “The
Role of Higher Education Institutions in the Inclusion and
Accommodation of Persons Post Acquired Brain Injuries
in the South African Workplace” which was co-authored
with Professor Henry Wissink. Majola’s paper was titled:
“E-Learning and People with Disabilities: Are Institutions
of Higher Learning Ready?”
Nationally, Professor Manoj Maharaj was invited as a
speaker at the 15th Annual Strategies on Fraud Prevention
Corruption Control, Anti Money Conference held in
Botswana in September.
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MIG academic Dr Thea Van der Westhuizen.
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Internationally, MIG academic Ms Lindiwe Kunene was
part of a group of young African entrepreneurs and
researchers and government delegates that participated
in the recent Africa Youth Entrepreneurship Workshop in
Nairobi, Kenya in August. The forum, themed “Catalysing
the Next Generation of Africa’s Youth Entrepreneurship
for Sustainable Industrialisation”, focused on promoting
sustainable industrialisation in Africa. Workshop
participants contributed to an entrepreneurship capacity
building programme for Africa’s sustainable industrialisation
by drawing up a road map for its development and
implementation.
Fellow MIG academics Professors Thokozani Nzimakwe,
Henry Wissink and Purshottama Reddy as well as Mr Taahir
Vajeth presented at the International Association of Schools
and Institutes of Administration (IASIA) Conference held in
China in September. Under the theme “Building Capacity
for Sustainable Development”, Nzimakwe delivered a paper
titled: “Towards a Municipal Infrastructure and Finance
Model for South African Municipalities”. Wissink and Dr
Vikinduku Mnculwane presented a paper titled: “The Use of
Incentives to Improve and Solicit Community Participation in
Heritage Policy Implementation in Post 1994 South Africa”
and Wissink also presented a paper with Vajeth titled: “The
Impact of Performance Management in Higher Education”,
with reference to South African universities. Reddy
presented a paper titled: ”The Subnational Dimension in
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)”, and also
chaired two sessions of the Working Group on Subnational
Governance and Development, of which he is the project
director.
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Dr Mogie Subban with her student Ms Predeshni Govender at BMC.

>>

>>

>>

>>

MIG academic Dr Vannie Naidoo presented a paper titled:
“Social Media and Consumer Behaviour: New Challenges
for Marketers” at the 3rd International Conference on
Multidisciplinary Trends in Academic Research (MTAR)
held at Bangkok, Thailand.
MIG academic Dr Obianuju Okeke-Uzodike and Dr Mogie
Subban presented a paper titled: ”Entrepreneurship
Education and Curriculum Development: Evidence from a
South African University” at the New York International
Business and Social Science Research Conference in July.
School of Accounting, Economics and Finance academic Mr
Sanele Gumede presented a paper titled: “Restructuring
of South Africa’s Port Pricing Strategy” at the World
Conference on Transportation Research Studies, a triennial
conference held in China in July.
MIG academic Dr Thea van der Westhuizen, presented
a paper at the Strategy and Marketing for Emerging
Countries Workshop held in China in July. Van der
Westhuizen was awarded a scholarship to attend the
programme which focused on business opportunities,
marketing, logistics and structures in the context of
emerging economies and analysed successful case study
stories in countries including Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa (BRICS). Her paper was titled: “A Systemic
Approach Towards Responsible and Sustainable Economic
Development”, which illustrated how entrepreneurship,
systems theory and socio-economic momentum play an
important role in giving momentum to responsible and
sustainable economic growth.
Thandiwe Jumo

Excellence in teaching and learning
Top Teaching and Learning honours for MIG
academic

2

016 has been a year of achievements for Information Systems
and Technology lecturer Ms Rosemary Quilling. Not only
is she the proud recipient of a UKZN Distinguished Teachers’
Award, she now adds the joint Council on Higher Education
(CHE) and Higher Education Learning and Teaching Association
of Southern Africa (HELTASA) National Teaching Excellence
Award to her list.
The annual National Teaching Excellence Awards which takes
place this month highlight the valuable contribution made by
recipients to teaching and learning in higher education in South
Africa. For Quilling being a recipient of this year’s five excellence
awards is affirmation that her teaching practice is valued within
the community of South African teaching academics.
‘This award recognises that my teaching practice is valued by
my students and the sectors they enter, and that it addresses
the challenge of local relevance while also meeting global
standards,’ said Quilling.
Quilling has spent 20 years in higher education and is now
pursuing a Doctorate in Education.
‘My main motivation has always been to try to improve the
experience of both myself and my students in the classroom.
I include myself because teachers can also feel bored and
disconnected in a classroom. I am continually inspired and
motivated when I see evidence of students critically engaging
with challenging issues,’ said Quilling.

Ms Rosemary Quilling.

In the short term, Quilling is looking forward to participating in
the upcoming College of Law and Management Studies Teaching
and Learning Day and continuing to try new things. In the longer
term, she is looking forward to exploring the opportunities
available to her through the excellence award.
‘I would like to publicly thank the colleagues I have worked with
who have helped shape me into the teacher I have become, as
well as those managers and external stakeholders who have
supported visions for teaching which may have seemed to strain
the limits of what seemed attainable,’ she said.
Thandiwe Jumo

UKZN graduate makes impact with study on
Online Distance Learning

D

r Johleen Mouton, who obtained her PhD from UKZN in
April was recently invited to share the findings of her study,
the first conducted at the University of South Africa (Unisa)
on Open Distance Learning (ODL), with the regional offices at
her institution. Mouton’s thesis focused on evaluating learner
support in ODL at Unisa. Her study provides valuable insights
into the efficacy of learner support at Unisa and the drive based
on the Batho Pele principles of people first/students first!

Mouton presented her findings at the 10th Annual Teaching
and Learning Conference of the UKZN Teaching and Learning
Office (UTLO) and the College Annual Research Day held at
UKZN recently. She is preparing to write a book on ODL in higher
education. Her thesis was supervised by Dr Mogie Subban.
Mogie Subban
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Summit identifies skills and training gaps
in Maritime sector

T

he Unit of Maritime Law
& Maritime Studies,
in collaboration with the
eThekwini Maritime Cluster
Organisation, hosted a twoday Maritime Skills and
Education Summit at the
UNITE conference facilities on
the Howard College campus
on 27-28 September 2016.

The need for a skills summit
had been identified at a
broader Maritime Summit
held at the International
Convention
Centre
in
February this year. Its principal
objective was to provide a
forum for key stakeholders in the maritime industry to engage
with education service providers across the full spectrum, from
secondary school curricula to undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes offered by tertiary institutions, and service offerings
provided within the industry itself, including shore-based
programmes and cadetship places aboard sea-going vessels.
Throughout, the intention was to assess the extent to which the
strategic training needs of the industry are or are not matched by
offerings on the supply side, and to identify critical training gaps.
Deputy-General of Strategic
Management and Head of Secretariat
at KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Planning
Commission Mr Frikkie Brooks
delivering his presentation at the
Summit.

Key institutions represented at the summit included the KwaZuluNatal Provincial Department of Education, the KZN Provincial
Planning Commission, the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the
Durban University of Technology, the South African Maritime
Safety Authority (SAMSA), several Transnet entities, the Transport
Education and Training Authority (TETA), the South African
International Maritime Institute (SAIMI) that oversees the national
cadetship programme, as well as administering the five working
groups that form an integral part of the national “Operation
Phakisa” initiative that seeks to extract greater strategic value
from the broader “blue” economy, and the Lawhill Maritime
Centre, which pioneered the introduction of Maritime Studies to
the secondary school curriculum in South Africa.
The keynote address was delivered by Dr Frikkie Brooks, Head of

Professor Trevor Jones (first left) with Summit delegates.
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the secretariat of the KwaZulu-Natal Planning Commission, who
highlighted the pivotal role played by education as a route out
of poverty, as well as the central position of maritime-related
economic activities as provincial economic drivers.
At a secondary school level, Dr E V Nzama from the KZN
Department of Education outlined the widening outreach of
Maritime Studies as a matriculation subject in 20 schools in the
province. He said there were over 1 600 learners enrolled in
Maritime Economics, but there were significant gaps in the skills
sets of teachers and there was a need to foster more powerful
and more supportive relationships with the maritime industry
itself. Ms Debbie Owen from the Lawhill Maritime Centre in
Cape Town presented a detailed account of her institution that
has enjoyed considerable success in leveraging support from
industry and in feeding school-leavers into the maritime sector.
At a tertiary level, Leon Govender, Head of Maritime Studies at the
Durban University of Technology (DUT), outlined the DUT’s plans
to expand its offerings into a range of postgraduate programmes,
and to secure a higher rate of completion of national diploma
programmes before students enter sea-going careers. Professor
Trevor Jones, Director of the Unit of Maritime Law & Maritime
Studies, reviewed UKZN’s postgraduate programmes and raised
the possibility of introducing maritime studies as a ‘major’ stream
in a general first degree. This suggestion was well received by
sector representatives, notably by SAMSA. A niche programme,
through the School of Education aimed at capacitating secondary
school maritime teachers, was identified as a further opportunity.
Further notable presentations were made by Samantha Venter
of SAIMI, who outlined the challenges and opportunities
encountered in securing cadet training places for South African
trainee seafarers, by Herschel Maasdorp from the Transnet
Maritime School of Excellence and by Malcolm Alexander from
TETA. A highlight of the summit was an address from Sobantu
Tilayi, the new head of the South African Maritime Safety
Authority, who stressed the importance of developing powerful
local shipping entities to act as crucibles for skills development,
and as focal points around which a genuine depth of talent and
expertise may coalesce to the benefit of the wider maritime
sector and the South African economy as a whole.
Trevor Jones

Summit delegates engaging during the question and answer session.

IS&T expert forms part of NRF review panel

S

chool of Management, Information Technology and
Governance’s Dr Upasana Singh served on the National
Research Fund (NRF) review panel for joint collaboration
between South Africa and Kenya in September.
The panel saw researchers from the two countries’ public
universities and public research institutes provide support in
an effort to enhance scientific and technological cooperation
between South Africa and Kenya.
The aim of the initiative is to stimulate joint research activities
in the fields of agricultural sciences, biological sciences, health,
environmental sciences and information and communications
technology (ICT) to contribute to scientific advancement in both
countries through the funding of joint research activities in
specified research fields.
Singh’s role included providing a comprehensive review of
applications for funding of collaborative projects in the field
of Information Technology, Computer Science and Engineering
based on pre-set criteria outlined by the NRF.

Dr Upasana Singh (in red) with fellow panelists.

‘It was an enriching three-day experience as there were over 40
applications in various fields, including science and agriculture.
It provided me with an opportunity to learn more about research
in the fields with which I am not familiar. It also allowed me to
network with other academics from South African universities in
the field of ICT,’ she said.
Thandiwe Jumo

‘Based on these requirements, we would rate the applications
and make recommendations as to which projects were fundable,’
said Singh.

MIG students take part in Codefest
programming marathon

U

KZN was represented by Information Systems and
Technology (IS&T) students Ms Sashalee Govender and Ms
Aruna Seerpath at the Codefest 2016 Marathon.
Hosted by FirstRand Group, the Codefest was an exciting event
that gave students the opportunity to develop a software
prototype from scratch, as part of a team, based on a business
idea proposed by sponsors.
There were over 200 developers in approximately 40 teams
who programmed non-stop for 48 hours. The students were
integrated into software development teams that consisted of
students from other universities as well as professional software
practitioners from the FirstRand Group.
In addition to the exciting 48-hour long marathon of coding and
fun in real time, they had the opportunity to work with some of

the best technology available.
The event provided students with insight into the demands
of the professional IT sector and gave them an opportunity to
benefit from exposure to the expertise of experienced software
practitioners in order to develop information systems to solve a
’real-world‘ business problem.
With academics, Dr Irene Govender, Dr Prabhakar Rontala, Mr
Ashley Marimuthu and Mr Sanjay Ranjeeth also accompanying
the students, it provided an opportunity to establish a
collaborative relationship with the FNB group that will impact
positively on curriculum design and research initiatives within
the discipline of IS&T.
Irene Govender
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Marketing postgraduates
benefit from strategy
seminar

T

he Marketing Honours class recently attended the Unilever
UCT Aspirations Seminar in Umhlanga.

The seminar was delivered by the Unilever UCT Strategic Institute
of Marketing which conducts and presents research on the
South African population and the implications of trends for
South African marketers. Under the theme “Aspiration: What
South Africans Really Want”, the event looked at how the South
African consumer landscape has changed and the importance of
marketers being able to understand and interpret these changes.
The trip was part of the students’ Advanced Marketing Planning
class and was organised by course lecturer Professor Debbie Ellis
who said: ‘As the next generation of marketers it is important
that these students stay abreast of the latest trends relating to
South African consumers.’
The students also had the opportunity to network with business
people from KZN.
Honours students Mr Nhlakanipho Ngubane and Mr Nick
Kaduwa said the seminar empowered them with new insights
on strategic marketing.
‘What grabbed my attention in the seminar was how effective
aspirations are in understanding consumers and how South
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The Marketing Honours class at the Unilever UCT Aspirations Seminar.

Africa is facing a crisis of aspirations. Today, South African
marketers need to meet the needs of the consumer in conjunction
with inspiring the consumer to reach a better state than he/she
is currently in. The challenge, I believe, will be in the segmenting
process,’ said Ngubane.
For Kaduwa the seminar not only broadened his knowledge but
also provided him with an opportunity to network.
‘The most exciting part of the seminar was meeting professionals
in the industry and exchanging opinions and contacts. It was a
great escape from a semester characterised by violent strikes
and a lot of interruptions to the academic programme of the
University. Furthermore, the research on aspirations was very
rich and relevant to the current business environment,’ he said.
Thandiwe Jumo

Dean facilitates Theory U workshop for
professional grouping

C

ollege Dean of Teaching and Learning
Professor Kriben Pillay ran a Saturday
morning workshop for a recently formed group of
professionals who call themselves Paradigm Shift.
Inspired by his exposure to systems thinking in his
coursework Masters Programme, group leader, Mr
Bheki Gwala, a Senior Environmental Officer in the
Department of Economic Development, Tourism
and Environmental Affairs, put together a group
of more than 70 professionals from different fields
and sectors to engage with deep social change.
The objective of the group’s existence is to learn
to do things differently in ways that can be shown
to bring real-world practical improvements.

Professor Kriben Pillay (extreme left) standing next to Mr Bheki Gwala together with other
participants.

Gwala approached Pillay, his dissertation supervisor, to kickstart the group’s activities by doing a half-day workshop on the
Theory U model of personal and social transformation for 10
members of the group. The group was taken on an experiential
journey of the basic principles of the model.

‘This workshop introduced us to a new paradigm of critical
thinking, holistic knowing and creative action. Personally, it
has reinvigorated my ability to look at a problem from a unique
perspective,’ said Gwala.
Kriben Pillay

GSB&L academic visits France

D

r Cecile Proches from the Graduate School of Business and
Leadership was a visiting researcher in the Transdisciplinary
Research in Engineering Education (TREE) research group at
Télécom Bretagne in Britanny, France from 6 September to 5
October 2016. She was funded through an Erasmus Mundus
Inspire Exchange Programme aimed at allowing South African
researchers to conduct research collaborations at wellrecognised European educational institutions.
Proches participated in a research project with Professor
Siegfried Rouvrais and Ms Nathalie Chelin to explore the
perceptions of Engineering students regarding their preferences
and expectations for their first job. She also had an opportunity
to engage faculty and students through presentations and
informal discussions.
She delivered lectures to three English language classes which
provided an overview of South Africa and its rich cultural diversity
and intercultural heritage. She also engaged students on matters
concerning the organisational context with a specific focus on
leadership and management, and had various opportunities to
observe and learn about innovative and interactive pedagogical
methods employed at Télécom Bretagne.

Dr Cecile Proches (first on the left) with students at Télécom Bretagne.

Proches met with various faculty including Professor Alison
Gourvès-Hayward, Dr Aimee Johansen, Professor Cathy Sablé,
Professor Sandrine Vaton and Ms Nadia Zeini to present her
research regarding gender and leadership, diversity in the
organisational context, and to share practices regarding teaching
and research. She also met with Dr Sylvie Stephan from the Brest
Business School and Dr Sophie Le Bris from École Navale (French
Naval Academy) to exchange ideas on organisational studies
and qualitative research.
Cecile Proches
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Academics present at
global maritime economics conference

Dr Mihalis Chasomeris and Dr Shaun Ruggunan at the IAME 2016 conference.

raduate School of Business and Leadership senior lecturer
Dr Mihalis Chasomeris and Human Resources Management
expert Dr Shaun Ruggunan recently participated in the 2016
annual Conference of the International Association of Maritime
Economists (IAME) in Hamburg, Germany.

G

showed that if an asset beta of 0.4 is applied, and a debt beta
is included, then there should be a tariff reduction of 2.83%.
Essentially that means that TNPA should receive R767 million
less than their original tariff application – a significant cost
reduction for port users.

The conference, “The Maritime Transport of the Future: The Role
of Innovation Uptake, Sustainability and Availability of Shipping
Finance,” attracted more than 200 contributions and over 270
participants.

Apart from presenting and contributing as a member of the
International Scientific Steering Committee, Chasomeris also
reviewed papers and chaired a session.

“A Critique of South Africa’s National Ports Authority’s Revenue
Required Pricing Methodology” was the title of Chasomeris’
paper co-authored with School of Accounting, Economics and
Finance academic Mr Sanele Gumede.
The paper critiqued the revenue required (RR) tariff methodology,
applied by Transnet National Ports Authority (TNPA) and the
Ports Regulator of South Africa, used to determine the annual
port tariff increase.
‘For 2016/17, TNPA applied for a 5.91% tariff increase. The
ports regulator decided on an average of 0% increase in tariffs.
Mr Gumede and Dr Chasomeris argue that “if the RR method
continues to be used, then the value of the components in the
RR model need to be reviewed, including the adoption of an
asset beta lower than the present 0.5, and the inclusion of a
debt beta,”’ explained Chasomeris.
The study recalculated the TNPA 2016/17 tariff application and
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Ruggunan delivered a paper titled: “An Exploratory Study of the
Training of South African Officers in the Merchant Navy”. The
paper documented South African human resource development
strategies to train and employ South African seafarers in a
competitive global labour market. It is based on the work
Ruggunan has done for his recently published book, Waves of
Change: Globalisation and Seafaring Labour Markets.
Ruggunan and Chasomeris are encouraging students and staff
who are interested in maritime economics and management to
consider joining IAME. The association is interdisciplinary and
consists of scholars from the social sciences, economics, law
and the sciences. UKZN is in a unique position to be a leader
in maritime studies nationally and globally. IAME 2017 will be
held in Kyoto, Japan. For more information about IAME and
how to become a member, please contact Dr Chasomeris at
chasomerism1@ukzn.ac.za.
Mihalis Chasomeris

MATTERS OF NATIONAL INTEREST
The 2016 Local Government Elections
in South Africa: Quo Vadis?

S

outh Africa became a democratic state
on 27 April 1994 and this provided the
impetus for the incremental ushering
in of a futuristic and world-class local
government dispensation. The notion of
developmental local government, which
was constitutionalised, was viewed as
key to a developmental state and, more
importantly, to a system that would be
the ‘hands and feet of government’.
Local government is at the coalface of
service delivery in terms of responding to
and addressing developmental backlogs
from the apartheid era. The quality of
local democracy and the responsiveness,
efficiency and effectiveness of the
best practice local governance model
underwent a litmus test on 3 August
2016. It was indeed a watershed election
which has changed the face and direction
of South African politics and will certainly
be remembered for a long time to come.
It was a turning point as support for the
ruling African National Congress (ANC)
fell below 60% to 54.6%, which was
deemed the ANC’s worst performance
in any election. The party lost majority
support across three major metropolitan
municipalities in Gauteng, namely
Johannesburg, Tshwane and Ekurhuleni
whilst Cape Town and more recently
Nelson Mandela Bay have already been
consolidated under the Democratic
Alliance banner.
Chief editor of Business Day Peter Bruce
wrote that the results had given the ANC a
shock, but it was a positive development
as competition ultimately improves
politics and, in the final analysis, policies
and service delivery.

Chief editor of Business
Day Peter Bruce wrote
that the results had
given the ANC a shock,
but it was a positive
development as
competition ultimately
improves politics and, in
the final analysis, policies
and service delivery.
It would appear that the country has
now entered a new era of competitive
politics and coalition governance in the
third sphere of government and that
the long suffering local electorate has
at last ’spoken’ very clearly given their
ambivalence and cynicism in previous
local government elections which also
took place against the backdrop of
frequent service delivery protests.
However, the writing was on the wall
as early as the 2006 local government
elections when a national Markinor Survey
revealed that 48% of the electorate was
unhappy with the performance of local
government and service delivery.
It would appear that the ‘economic
voters’ (in common parlance these are
regarded as the ‘middle class’ in the
South African context) in particular have
spoken. The so-called ‘middle class’
which is ethnically diverse, but comprises
a significant percentage of the African
community, has been religiously paying
service charges and property taxes over

the years and still had to contend with
poor service delivery and an unresponsive
and unaccountable local government.
It should be noted that it is also this group
that has been conscientiously paying
high income taxes, medical aid, school
fees (private tuition) and security costs.
The latter are all basic services provided
by governments in other countries.
In this context, Gareth Van Onselen
(writing in the Sunday Times) pointed out
that the ‘government failed to provide
even the most basic of deliverables –
electricity and water – and excellence is
an idea, not just detached from the ANC,
but seems entirely incompatible with it’.
Urban decay has also set in in many of the
traditional non-white neighbourhoods
and this has impacted negatively on
property values and, at the same time,
eroded the much-needed fiscal base of
municipalities. The issue of ‘value for
money’ in terms of local and national
taxation has also become part of the
equation and will certainly have a
major impact even on the 2019 national/
provincial government elections. The key
question on the agenda is: ‘What am I
getting for my tax rand?’
Certain other national issues that have
a direct bearing on local government
have also ‘hurt’ the ruling party in the
recent elections, notably: the increasing
unemployment rate; the hat trick of
debacles in relation to South African
Airways, the South African Broadcasting
Corporation and Nkandla; and the
president’s problematic relationship with
the Guptas which resulted in a large
section of the ANC’s traditional support
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municipal
functionaries
are
qualifications, expertise and more
importantly the required passion
to enhance service delivery in the
broader context of patriotism and
development of the country;

>>

>>

base switching their political allegiances,
or not even voting at all.
It would appear that the support of the
middle class had been taken for granted
by the ruling party and it has paid the price
in terms of electoral support. As pointed
out by journalist Rangeni Munsamy, the
ANC became ‘exceptionally arrogant and
conceited about its electoral dominance
[and] perceived itself as being invincible
and relied on its history for political
survival’.
The ANC has disregarded the
dissatisfaction and anger of ordinary
South Africans about poor service
delivery and corruption and treated them
with disdain, and it is primarily for that
reason that it is currently facing rebellion
from virtually all sectors and even within
its own ranks. Hence the statement by
Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa that
the government was ‘at war with itself’.
The government has alluded to the fact
that ‘if local government fails, South
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Africa fails’. However, it is not too late to
change the tide in local government and
ensure that it discharges its constitutional
mandate. The government or more
specifically the ruling African National
Congress, has to do some introspection
and take certain drastic measures to
arrest the decline in local government by:

>>

>>

Ensuring
greater
public
accountability
by
municipal
functionaries and political parties.
Furthermore, the public and civil
society have to become more robust
in terms of their engagement with
the municipalities and hold them
accountable;
Relegating the ‘cadre deployment
policy’ to the backburner and
ensuring that appointments are
inclusive and made on merit.
The notion of transformation is
not as simple as changing the
demographics. It has to extend
beyond that. Key to appointing

Ensuring
that
there
are
repercussions and consequences for
non-performance, corruption and
unethical conduct. The law must
take its course and corrupt municipal
functionaries must be flushed out
of the local government system
completely; and
Reviewing the electoral system, more
specifically in relation to proportional
representation where councillors are
only accountable to political parties.
They are not accountable to the
communities living in a ward and
consequently they have been busy at
play, ‘polishing their marbles’ with
the ruling party to stay in office.

Only through immediately implementing
this bold four-point plan aimed at
revitalising the largely forgotten principles
of Batho Pele (‘People First’), first put
forth by the Mandela Administration
19 years ago on 1 October 1997, and by
demonstrably and visibly being seen
to at long last put other people (the
electorate) before their own self-serving
needs, can the ANC hope to rebrand itself
as the standard bearer of the Mandela
legacy and justify its own raison d’être by,
in Madiba’s words, ‘[Producing] an actual
South African reality that will reinforce
humanity’s belief in justice, strengthen its
confidence in the nobility of the human
soul, and sustain all our hopes for a
glorious life for all’.
Purshottama Reddy
Senior Professor, Public Governance
School of Management, Information
Technology and Governance

PUBLICATIONS
College celebrates book publications

T

he College of Law and Management Studies recently hosted
a ‘Book and Book Chapters High Tea’ celebration.

The aim of the event was to celebrate all books (accredited
or non-accredited) including textbooks and book chapters
authored by staff members in the College from 2014 to 2016.
This amounted to seven books and over 30 book chapters
ranging from law, good governance, information technology
and research methodology, to name a few subjects.
College Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Head, Professor John
Mubangizi, said it was important for academics to expand their
research profiles. Mubangizi himself contributed a chapter
titled: “The Ombudsman: Promoting Accountability and Good
Governance” published in the book African Accountability:
What Works and What Doesn’t, which focuses on political and
social aspects to assess the current state of governance and
accountability and features a foreword by the former Public
Protector, Advocate Thuli Madonsela.
‘For this book, I was asked to write a chapter about the role of
the Ombudsman institution in Africa and I accepted because it
is important for one to diversify one’s research by going beyond
journal articles,’ he said.
College Dean of Research, Professor Marita Carnelley, authored
a chapter titled: “Maintenance Offences” in the book SA

Professor Purshottama Reddy talking about the book Quo Vadis: Local
Governance and Development in South Africa Post 1994.

Professor John Mubangizi discussing his chapter contribution in the book
African Accountability: What Works and What Doesn’t.

Criminal Law and Procedure Volume III: Statutory offences. She
encouraged academics to look at publishing not only as a way
of generating productivity units but as a vital tool to ensure that
disciplinary knowledge is continuously up-to-date and available
to stakeholders.
Thandiwe Jumo

Ms Vanessa Tang talking about her contribution in the book Contemporary
Regional Development in Africa.
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New book explores principles of
responsible management education

A

new book edited by Professor Ziska Fields from the School
of Management, Information Technology and Governance
is to be published in 2017. The book is in line with the School’s
Principles of Responsible Management Education (PRME)
which aim to inspire and champion responsible management
education, research and thought leadership globally.
Entitled Collective Creativity for Responsible and Sustainable
Business Practice, the book explores how collective creativity
can be used to find novel solutions to challenges and develop
responsible and sustainable business practices making a valuable
resource for governments, non-profit and profit organizations,
business leaders and managers, universities and academics as
well as community members.
Fields is the School’s PRME Champion, tasked with getting more
people to participate in the initiative. She said her appointment
as Champion was partly due to the fact that the first module in
line with PRME was developed in her discipline (Management
and Entrepreneurship). The module is called Responsible and
Sustainable Management Principles (MGNT2SM) and will be a
compulsory module for all second-year BCom students from 2017.
Fields said she sees creativity as a key skill for the 21st century
and as a means to find sustainable business solutions.

The book is divided into four
sections, the first focusing on
collective creativity and the link to
sustainable business practices. The
second section focuses on strategies
and leadership for responsible
and sustainable business practice.
The third focuses on responsible
management education. The last
section focuses on social marketing
for a sustainable future.
In his foreword, the School’s former Dean and Head, Professor
Henry Wissink, said the book editor and authors offer scholars
and practitioners insight into the possibility of utilising the power
of collective creativity to resolve vexing problems.
‘This text serves as a valuable guide to business, governmental
and NGO actors in policy-making and achieving the desired
outcome of being much more responsible in every action that
will affect the future sustainability of the planet. The proposed
case studies and examples will ensure a well-rounded text for
both students and practitioners by illustrating several real world
issues and solutions,’ he wrote.
Thandiwe Jumo
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New CLMS Book on Teaching and Learning

T

he College of Law and Management Studies’ Teaching and
Learning Office published the second volume of articles on
teaching and learning by academics in the College. The volume
is entitled Teaching and Learning in the College of Law and
Management Studies: Shared Approaches, Lessons and Good
Practices, Volume II.
Compiled and edited by the College Dean of Teaching and
Learning, Professor Kriben Pillay, and Dr Caroline Goodier,
former Head of the College Teaching and Learning Unit, the
current volume covers teaching and learning in the disciplines
of accounting, economics, IT, leadership and management.
One of the accounting articles in the volume, by Professor
Nick Wood, took the first ever CLMS Scholarship of Teaching
and Learning Research prize in 2015. The article investigated
the professional accounting associations’ influence on higher
education accounting pedagogy.
American author and speaker, Steven Harrison, who presented
at last year’s 9th UKZN Teaching and Learning Conference, wrote
that Pillay’s Preface is ‘a beautifully written piece and a clear call
for academia, and all of us, to look deeper.’
Dr Ari Naidoo, from UNISA, said that UKZN’s College of Law and
Management Studies was doing what the teaching and learning
sector at UNISA would like to do.
Pillay said that it was gratifying to see an upsurge in the
scholarship of teaching and learning, to the extent that the
College was able to publish two volumes within a two-year
period. ‘This is the first of its kind at any university in the
country, and the articles from both volumes, freely available for
download from the College website, goes beyond disciplinary
concerns and into the heart of a range of approaches to
enhancing teaching and learning, and thereby, student success.
These articles have much to offer academics in other disciplines
as well,’ said Pillay.
‘I would like to place on record that both volumes would
not have seen the light of day without the expert project
management skills of teaching and learning research assistant,
Ms Kriyanka Moodley. Her management of the project covered

Professor Kriben Pillay at the launch of the New CLMS book on
Teaching and Learning.

diverse areas such as liaising with the authors and editors,
obtaining publication permissions, overseeing layout, design
and proof-reading, developing promotional materials, and
finalising electronic and print publication. I am mentioning this
in particular as this ethos of developing teaching and learning
interns, both at the College level and in the office of the Director
of Teaching and Learning, Dr Rubby Dhunpath, has had the effect
of developing new capacities in young postgraduate students
that will stand them in good stead in the future. In this direct
form of learning by doing, we also see the essence of teaching
and learning in action,’ said Pillay.
The Foreword was written by the DVC of the College, Professor
John Mubangizi, while the DVC of Teaching and Learning,
Professor Renuka Vithal wrote the back cover endorsement.
Kriben Pillay
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UKZN graduate makes headlines at launch
of One City, One Book

A

book by UKZN graduate Dr Bhoowan Prakash Singh was
chosen by eThekwini Municipality for this year’s ‘One City,
One Book’ launch as part of the city’s celebration of cultural
heritage month and its endorsement of the city’s Municipal
Library and Heritage Department on 28 September 2016.
The city endorsed the book titled When the Chalk is Down – An
Odyssey as part of its moto ‘A reading city, is a winning city’,
which aimed to resonate with a culture of continuous learning.
A function was held in Umnini Hall in the Thusong Centre in
south Durban. Invitations were extended to local communities,
high schools in the area, representatives from government and
invited guests. Learners were selected to read excerpts from the
book followed by a critique and discussion by panellists.
Singh’s book is an autobiography and in it he relates his heartrendering experiences and struggles as an activist during
apartheid. In the words of Professor Jack Whitehead of Liverpool
Hope University in the United Kingdom, it is a ‘most moving
story with great educational significance for those who are
seeking to humanise society through education and to facilitate
the flourishing of humanity. It is also written with a great love
of life.’
Dr Mogie Subban was one of the panellists invited to critique
the book and engage the audience on aspects of service delivery
against the backdrop of one of the book’s overarching themes.
Singh completed his PhD in Public Governance with Subban
in 2015 and he currently serves as Deputy Manager: Policy,
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Dr Bhoowan Prakash Singh and Dr Mogie Subban at the book launch.

Planning, Strategy and Research in the Department of Sport and
Recreation, KwaZulu-Natal.
Subban said Singh was to be congratulated on his efforts to
contribute to the literacy project of eThekwini Municipality and
to the knowledge society at large.
She said the book is a ‘must-read’ for learners, educators, public
servants, politicians and parents. It will inspire the present
generation and those to come to uphold the principles of Batho
Pele in the spirit of uBuntu.
‘I am proud of Dr Singh’s contribution and the fact that the
municipality is encouraging and conscientising learners to read,
especially at a time when social media erodes the enthusiasm for
encouraging learners to become avid readers of books’, said Subban.
Mogie Subban

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
Law academic wins gold at
international Karate championships
The Karate championships attracted 79 competitors who
competed in three categories: Kata (forms); Kumite (sparring);
and Unison/Team Kata.
Bhamjee won gold in the Senior Ladies Kata while her team was
awarded silver in the Team Kata section.
‘I entered the competition for the experience, never actually
thinking I’d get a medal, let alone gold! I’m still buzzing from
it all. The ladies in my division were awesome and very skilled
karatekas, a testament to the Shukokai style where the focus is
on precision and power,’ said Bhamjee.
‘I started the sport three years ago and now there’s no looking
back. Karate was something completely out of my comfort zone
but to be honest it has been a blast!’

Gold medal winner Ms Suhayfa Bhamjee with her karate trainer Sensei Dan
Naicker.

L

aw lecturer and purple karateka Ms Suhayfa Bhamjee won
a gold medal in the Individual Kata section at the recent
Kimura Shukokai International KZN Karate Championships.
Being an academic, wife and mother as well as studying for her
doctorate means Bhamjee’s life is very full, to put it mildly. Yet
amid all of it she still finds time for karate, a sport about which
she is passionate.

The self-confessed nerd is hard at work on her research thesis
titled: “Death and Dying in a Constitutional Democracy: Assisted
Dying”, which examines legal and ethical arguments in relation
to euthanasia. Her work looks at global legislative trends
relating to allowing people to decide the time and manner of
their death.
Bhamjee is preparing conference papers and submitting articles
for peer review on the road to being awarded her doctorate.
Thandiwe Jumo

Long walk to Rome

A

part from being a fitness regime, walking is a hobby that saw College
Director of Professional Services, Dr Kathy Cleland embark on The Via
Francigena - an ancient Pilgrimage route from France to Rome from the end
of June until mid-July this year.
Leading a group of 10 female walkers comprising of two Canadians, two
Americans and six South Africans, Cleland and her group were undeterred
by the cold and snow as they powered on through the trail. This feat saw
them spending four days walking from Lake Geneva in Switzerland over the
Great St Bernard Pass, to Aosta in Italy which was followed by a seven hour
bus trip to San Gimignano then 15 days of walking averaging 20 km a day
to Rome. When she is not taking footsteps around the world, Cleland enjoys
cycling and participates in races including the Amashova Durban Classic.
November 2016
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Accounting student sets her sights on
Olympics

P

laying in the South African badminton team and one day
competing in the Olympic Games are part of accountancy
student Ms Laika Maharaj’s future plans.
The Prestige Sports Scholarship winner’s impressive track record
includes receiving her first South African badminton grading
of No. 6 in the country at the age of 15 in the Under 17 age
group; a South African grading of No. 3 in the country in the
U19 age group, and being selected to be part of the SA U19
Team to participate in Peru at the World Junior Badminton
Championships in November last year.
‘The world championships were the highlight of my career and
an all-round eye-opening experience,’ said Maharaj.
‘I made lots of priceless memories with a team who became
family while I improved my game and was exposed to different
skill sets.
‘I also competed with the UKZN team recently in the USSA
(University Sports South Africa) games and we did really well.
In the individual section I received a silver medal for singles, a
bronze for women’s doubles and also reached the quarter-finals
for mixed doubles. I was ranked third overall.’
Maharaj has spread her passion for badminton to her family as
her sisters now play while her parents are her number one fans.
‘My family and I are extremely grateful for the UKZN Prestige
Sports Scholarship as I now have more funds to allocate to my
sporting career regarding training and equipment, making it
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Ms Laika Maharaj.

easier for me to improve my skills to reach my goals of playing
in the SA Senior Badminton Team and to one day participate at
the Olympics.
‘The award also gives me the opportunity to continue studying
for my degree at one of the top universities in South Africa,’ she
said.
Maharaj is working towards becoming a chartered accountant.

Thandiwe Jumo

College knits blankets
for Madiba

NEW
appointments

Advocate Arlene Brock
Director: African Ombudsman Research
Centre, Howard College Campus

L

Professor Ziska Fields
Associate Professor: School
Management, Information Technology
and Governance, Westville Campus

unch breaks in the College of Law and Management Studies
have turned into knitting and crocheting sessions in aid of the 67
Blankets for Nelson Mandela Day which has benefitted those in need
in South Africa and abroad.
The College Project borne out of a casual conversation about knitting
between College Director of Professional Services, Dr Kathy Cleland
and College Journalist, Ms Thandiwe Jumo has the entire staff on
Level 4, L-Block working hard in an effort to complete 67 large
blankets by the end of June 2017.

Dr Farai Kwenda
Senior Lecturer: School of Accounting,
Economics and Finance, Westville
Campus

Professor Isabel Martins
Associate Professor: School
Management, Information Technology
and Governance, Westville Campus

Cleland who is well known for her beautiful handy and crafty work
has been instrumental in kick starting the project with her own
material i.e. wool, needles, and patterns as well as teaching staff
how to knit and crochet.
Each large blanket measures 140 x 180 cm and is made up of 60
squares which are 20 x 20 cm in size.
Up to date, the team has completed two blankets and have many
squares ready to be sewn together to complete more blankets.
‘This project has ignited our spirit of team work. Our vision is to take
this initiative a step further by challenging other UKZN departments,
friends and family to join this worthy cause and make this knitting
and crocheting circle bigger,’ said College Administrative Officer Ms
Christine Burnand whose retired mother and mother in law have
contributed immensely to the project.
Commenting on the project College PR Manager, Ms Hazel Langa
said: ‘I find working on this project therapeutic in between a stressful
day and it is satisfying to know that I’m doing something good for
people who are less fortunate.’
Adding to Langa’s comment, Jumo said that putting other people’s
needs before one’s own is a principle that Madiba lived by and
contributing to a project that takes care of the underprivileged is the
best way to honour such a legend.
The College invites staff and alumni to come on board and contribute
ready-made squares or wool to this project. For more information on
how you can contribute email: burnandc@ukzn.ac.za
Hazel Langa

Dr Josue Mbonigaba
Senior Lecturer: School of Accounting,
Economics and Finance, Westville
Campus

Dr Sybert Mutereko
Senior Lecturer: School Management,
Information Technology and
Governance, Westville Campus

Mr Ntokozo Mnyandu
Accelerated Academic Development
Programme: School of Law, Howard
College Campus

Ms Zamankwali Njobe
Accelerated Academic Development
Programme: School of Law, Howard
College Campus

Professor Maxwell Phiri
Associate Professor and Acting Academic
Leader for Research and Higher Degrees
in the School Management, Information
Technology and Governance,
Pietermaritzburg Campus
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